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This guidebook follows the Rota Vicentina, a 220km walking route along the stunning Atlantic

coastline in the Alentejo and Algarve regions of Portugal. The 12-stage trek combines two well-

marked routes, the Caminho Histórico (the Historical Way) and the Trilho dos Pescadores (the

Fishermen's Trail), to create a hike starting in Santiago do Cacém and ending at Cabo de São

Vicente. The guide also describes an alternative circular route for those who would prefer an

11-stage loop, moving inland from Odeceixe and back up to Santiago de Cacém.Whichever

route is chosen, the Rota Vicentina is ideal for a two-week holiday in spring or late summer to

autumn, offering walkers a remarkable range of landscapes from coastal fishing villages to

wooded river valleys. The guidebook includes advice about accommodation options along the

route, information about the surrounding area, and a glossary of Portuguese terms to aid with

reading signs and maps.Along the Rota Vicentina are many delights for walkers. This stunning

coastal region is home to a variety of rare birdlife, including white storks that nest precariously

on sea stacks. Another treat is the mouth-watering Portuguese cuisine, whether the famous

custard tarts or less well-known goose barnacles. With its vibrant cultural traditions and rich

history displayed in Arab-era castles and 15th-century Age of Discovery sites, this route offers

pleasant surprises at every stage along the Portuguese Atlantic coast.
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Moinhos do PaneiroStage 2 Moinhos do Paneiro to Cercal do AlentejoStage 3 Cercal do
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VicenteInland routeStage 1IR Odeceixe to São TeotónioStage 2IR São Teotónio to

OdemiraStage 3IR Odemira to São LuisStage 4IR São Luis to Cercal do AlentejoAppendix A

AccommodationAppendix B Useful informationAppendix C Portuguese–English

glossaryROUTE SUMMARY TABLEThe marvellous rugged Vicentina coast (Stage 4)A

boardwalk leads out to the sea at Carrapateira (Stage 10), a lovely spot for a day

offINTRODUCTIONLooking back over beautiful Praia do Malhão (Stage 4)If you have a

penchant for dramatic cliffs and awesome ocean scenery with secluded sandy bays, are

fascinated by gangly storks nesting on sea stacks, are able to walk around 20km per day,

appreciate fresh fish and charming guesthouses and hostels… without forgetting ancient oak

forests, brilliant carpets of wildflowers, sweet oranges, mouthwatering traditional Portuguese

cuisine and inimitable custard tarts, then the Rota Vicentina is definitely for you. And rest

assured it will quickly become one of your favourite treks.Following the wild southwestern

Atlantic coast of Portugal, this beautiful route inaugurated in 2012 is relatively little-visited but is

on the way to becoming popular with walkers.The Rota VicentinaStarting well to the south of

Lisbon, the long-distance Rota Vicentina links the rural town of Santiago do Cacém with Cabo

de São Vicente, the southwesternmost extremity of Portugal that juts out into the vast Atlantic

Ocean, the last bit of dry land Portuguese explorers saw as they sailed forth into the ‘great

unknown’. The cape gave its name to the splendid rugged Costa Vicentina, and of course to

the trek itself.The route traverses two beautiful and fascinating regions of southern Portugal,

the Alentejo and the Algarve. The first derives from ‘beyond the Tejo’, a reference to the river

that runs through Lisbon. The Alentejo is reputedly the least developed of Portugal which for

visitors translates as excellent walking country, a feature it has in common with the Algarve

which owes its name to the Arabic Al-Gharb for ‘the west’. This southernmost part of Portugal

was under Moorish occupation in the 8–13th centuries until it was reconquered by Christian

forces. Nowadays it is well known as a retreat for sun-starved northern Europeans as it boasts

300 clear days a year! Both of these regions offer walkers a remarkable range of landscapes

and habitats, from rolling hills to splendid wooded river valleys then olive groves and cultivated

fields which back the exciting Atlantic coast, where marvellous breakers roll in and white-blue

painted fishing villages cluster at the mouth of navigable rivers.A stunning beach awaits at

Carrapateira (Stage 10)Myriad extra interest comes along the Rota Vicentina in the shape of

local Portuguese traditions – such as feasting on goose barnacles – and history – in the shape

of Arab-era castles and the Age of Discovery sites from the 1400s. Prince Henry the Navigator

founded a navigation school near Cabo de São Vicente and famous Portuguese explorers the

ilk of Vasco da Gama were in attendance.The Rota Vicentina consists of two marked routes:

the Caminho Histórico or the Historical Way and the Trilho dos Pescadores or the Fishermen’s

Trail. The former links Santiago do Cacém on an inland route over rolling hills to Odeceixe

before moving closer to the coast the rest of the way south to Cabo de São Vicente. The

shorter Fishermen’s Trail mostly sticks to breathtaking clifftops from Porto Covo down as far as

Odeceixe. This guidebook uses a savvy combination with the best of both. The route described

here, totalling 224km, begins at Santiago do Cacém, but not far along it veers out to the

wonderful Atlantic coast before turning south to go the rest of the way to Cabo de São Vicente

in a total of 12 splendid day stages.In addition, a four-stage inland route is described from

Odeceixe running inland north back up to Santiago do Cacém to make an excellent 215km, 11-

stage circuit for those seeking a loop rather than a linear walk. While these inland stages are

less dramatic in terms of scenery, they give walkers an insight into life in rural Portugal. Many

old houses constructed with clay, stones and stucco are still standing and used by farmers and

herders, and small-scale agriculture continues to be a way of life. Alongside are eucalypt



plantations and wide-scale logging.Old adobe farmhouses in the interior testify to rural

lifeCovering level ground for the most part, the Rota Vicentina is suitable for all fit walkers and

has no technical difficulties. The walking follows a string of clear paths, lanes and country dirt

roads with abundant waymarks and signposting. The odd steep section is included but overall

it’s easy to average walking. The sun is one factor to take into account as shade is at a

premium and the wind should not be underestimated as this is the Atlantic coast and spending

a day being battered can be tiring albeit exhilarating.Thanks to the mild climate in this corner of

Europe, the Rota Vicentina is feasible any time, year-round, with the sole exception of the

midsummer months when it’s just too hot. Each stage concludes in a hospitable village with

excellent facilities and thanks to local transport, days can be varied and walkers can easily put

together their own itineraries to suit individual holiday schedules.A huge chunk of this trek is in

the realms of the Parque Natural do Sudoeste Alentejano e Costa Vicentina where plant and

bird life are protected. This encompasses the most extensive consolidated sand dunes in the

whole of Portugal along with stunningly rugged headlands, eroded cliffs of coloured rock and

wild beaches for swimmers and surfers alike. What’s more, the park area guarantees that this

beautiful coastline remains pristine. One of its great beauties is that it feels remote and you can

walk for hours on end without meeting anyone. Even the villages and resort towns are low key

and pretty quiet in low season – which is walking season. Naturally as summer approaches

temperatures and price rise as visitors pour in, but in any case it’s too hot for walking

then.PORTUGAL’S CLEAN ENERGYThe trek also touches on another small park located

south, in the Algarve: the Parque Eólico de Fonte dos Monteiros is one of the country’s many

wind farms. Wind turbines currently cover 23% of domestic consumption, contributing to the

country’s clean energy campaign that makes use of hydro and solar power among others. In

2016 a whopping 58% of the power Portugal generated came from renewable sources, then

amazingly in March 2018 the country produced even more than it needed and by 2040 it

expects to be able to cover home demand completely with clean energy. Portugal is undeniably

a world leader in this field.The giant propellers of the Parque Eólico de Fonte dos Monteiros

wind farm dwarf walkers (Stage 11)The Rota Vicentina is a very well thought-out sustainable

walking route that is bringing visitors and income to coastal and rural areas of southwest

Portugal. Over the last few years new accommodation and refreshment options have been

springing up, to the advantage of all, walkers and residents alike. Go and do your bit.Highlights

and shorter walksThe Atlantic coast sections of the Rota Vicentina are undeniably the most

spectacular stretches of the trek, however an alternation of peaceful rural countryside

contrasting with cliffs and beaches makes for an excellent combination. The complete trek

means 12 stages but walkers with time limits can mix and match at will. A recommended nine-

day loop visiting both coast and the interior is possible by starting out from Cercal do Alentejo

and heading for Porto Covo then down the coast to Odeceixe (Stages 3–7). There you pick up

the inland route (Stages 1IR–4IR) and follow it back to Cercal do Alentejo.A suggested one-

week stint is Porto Covo (Stage 4) as far as Carrapateira (Stage 10), otherwise in six days from

Zambujeira do Mar (Stage 7) all the way to the trek end at Cabo de São Vicente (Stage 12). A

short and sweet trip of just four days could start from Porto Covo (Stage 4) and head south to

Odeceixe (Stage 7). These are just a couple of suggestions.Walkers who are more comfortable

with day walks will find plenty to get their teeth into on the Rota Vicentina. Nearly all of the

villages visited during the trek can be reached by public bus, although a rental car gives more

flexibility. You can always park at one of the stage starts, walk the route then catch a taxi back

to where you began. Taxi services and other useful contacts can be found in Appendix B.Lastly,

the Rota Vicentina is continually being supplemented with interesting side trips. A handful are



described in this guide as variants to the main route and lend themselves to circular day walks,

namely at Arrifana and between Vila do Bispo and Cabo de São Vicente. See the Rota

Vicentina website () for more.For a selection of day walks all over Portugal see the Cicerone

guide Walking in Portugal (2018) by Andrew Mok and Simon Whitmarsh. Or, for day walks

specifically in the Algarve region, see Walking in the Algarve by Jacint Mig and Nike Werstroh

(Cicerone Press 2019).WildlifeBird lovers will have a field day, especially on the Sagres

peninsula where the trek ends. There, from the end of summer through autumn, massive flocks

of migratory birds from all over Europe gather on their way south to the African continent to

winter over. Buzzards, eagles, falcons, plovers, swifts, larks… a list as long as your arm.A

special treat on the Rota Vicentina are the white storks. These huge gangly birds construct

cumbersome stick nests on power pylons across the countryside, however by far the most

fascinating sites are along the clifftops overlooking the ocean. Here they prefer to nest on

precarious sea stacks, out of reach of all but the voracious herring gulls who go for both eggs

and fledglings – with little success as one of the parents is always in attendance. To feed, the

storks fly inland to hunt for lizards, snakes, frogs and fish in fields and wetlands. Until recently

they all migrated south for winter but the discovery of easy food in landfill sites has meant large

colonies are now year-round residents.Storks build cumbersome nests right on the cliff

edgeInland rivers and streams are home to brightly coloured kingfishers, delightfully known in

Portuguese as guarda-rios, river watcher. They share this habitat with otters and the attractive

European pond turtle. Shy rabbits are commonly spotted skittering through wooded sand

dunes but they need to be quick off the mark as they are the preferred meal of no fewer than

30 carnivores!Plants and flowersThe glorious flora of Portugal is essentially Mediterranean in

nature and the spring months (March through to June) are especially rewarding for wildflower

enthusiasts. The coastal habitats along the Rota Vicentina route can be pretty harsh due to the

strong winds, salt-saturated air and sandy soil but a surprising range of plants flourish and

excel in keeping a low profile. Not far inland, woods and open fields host myriad blooms and

trees.The showy Hottentot fig (Carpobrotus edulis) is one of the seaside stars, forming dense

carpets of pale yellow or bright magenta (Carpobrotus acinaciformis). Both have stocky fleshy

truncated leaves and colonise sand dunes. Similar but more modest is the marvellously named

ice plant (Mesembryanthemum crystallinum) with smaller feathery flowers surrounded by

speckled leaves covered in glistening hairs, a bit like icing sugar. Another spreading champion

that forms warm yellow domes along the coast is Spanish broom (Genista

hispanica).Clockwise from top left: yellow Hottentot fig; domed broom bushes; magenta

Hottentot fig; Gum cistus; blue pimpernel; orange blossomThe rock rose or cistus shrub is

widespread to say the least and comes in many varieties. The hardy bushes form impenetrable

thickets and rush in to colonise land laid bare by logging. Gum cistus (Cistus ladanifer) is easily

recognisable both for its sticky dark-green leaves scented with resin as well as its large showy

white flowers which have a deep red splotch inside the petals.Of the multitude of aromatic

herbs, rosemary is a standout with robust low bushes loaded with tiny pale blue-lilac blooms in

spring. Scented camomile is also common, a small daisy with minute white petals around a

rich yellow heart. Pungent everlasting (Helichrysum) occupies sandy terrain with its silver

woolly stems and yellow flowers.Delightful delicate pale lilac iris-like Barbary nut (Gynandriris

sisyrinchium) bloom fleetingly in woods, while the brilliant blue pimpernel (Anagallis foemina)

prefers open fields. Lupins both yellow and blue are surprisingly common as are colourful

snapdragons. Orchid lovers will recognise plenty of delightful specimens including the Ophrys

insect varieties.A couple of trees deserve a mention. Common in woodland is the strawberry

tree (Arbutus unedo) with pretty creamy bell-shaped blooms and clusters of nutty red fruit used



for both jam and brandy. Then there’s the evergreen cork oak (Quercus suber) which forms

veritable forests, a constant feature of southern Portugal. It has small dark-green leaves and

acorns but more importantly very thick fissured elastic bark which is harvested every 6–10

years, exposing the blood-red trunk. Portugal supplies 50% of the world’s cork.Lastly, orange

orchards emanate an unmistakable delicious perfume when their creamy white blossom

appears.Plenty of help in identifying plants and flowers in Portugal can be found at as well as in

the beautifully illustrated Wild Flowers of the Mediterranean by M Blamey and C Grey-

Wilson.Getting to PortugalThe international airport on the outskirts of Portugal’s capital Lisbon

() is served by all the main European airlines as well as many transcontinental companies.

Frequent train, bus and taxis provide links to the city where ongoing buses mean walkers can

easily travel on to the trek start (see below).On Portugal’s south coast, Faro airport in the

Algarve () is used mostly by low-cost companies. While it is rather too far from the start of the

Rota Vicentina, it is handy for the trek conclusion, and is accessible by train, bus and of course

taxi.Getting to the trek startHeading up through Santiago do Cacém at the trek start (Stage

1)The easiest way to reach the trek start, Santiago do Cacém, is on a Rede Expressos bus

from Lisbon’s Terminal Rodoviário at Sete Rios (this in turn can be reached from the airport by

bus or metro – Jardim Zoológico stop). It’s a 146km/2hr journey.Chances are you’ll have

overnighted in Lisbon and got up at dawn to catch the early bus. A more relaxing option is to

stay your first night in Santiago do Cacém to recuperate from the rigours of travel, then make

an early start to the trek next day. See Stage 1 for facilities.On the other hand should you opt to

skip the trek’s first three opening stages and head straight to the coast, catch the Rede

Expressos bus from Sete Rios to Porto Covo; the 170km trip takes around 2hr 30min.Local

transportPortugal has excellent reliable trains and a capillary network of buses; up-to-date

timetables (horários) can be consulted on company websites. For the purpose of the Rota

Vicentina, trains are only useful at the end (see below).All of the villages and towns touched on

during the trek – with the exception of Vale Seco/Moinhos do Paneiro in Stage 1 and Arrifana

in Stage 9 – are served by bus, although if there’s nothing handy a reasonably priced taxi can

always be used (approximately €1/km). Details of local transport are given at the appropriate

place during the route description. This spells alternative access/exit to fit in individual holiday

requirements, bad weather or individual issues.
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Brigida Clazzer Doss, “The perfect pocket guide. The book is small and light, which is perfect

when you are travelling with a backpack. It will give you the information you need regarding

refreshments (very very important) and other useful information.A good map is missing and the

small maps are poor. Unfortunately there is no small map to buy in Portugal, you will find the

official map (1:50.000!) in every Information office on the route. It costs 15€. It's good, but too

big to handle and carry with you.I suggest you download the GPX tracks from the official site

(pay attention anyway, the tracks are from 2016 and some pieces has been changed).Check

the Rota Vicentina web site for the newest information and also the Cicerone web site.Have a

nice trekking! You will love it!!”

FP, “Very useful description, but poor maps. The book is very useful for a first approach to the

Rota Vicentina and to have a first glimps at it, along with many useful tips on what to expect

and on how to plan the trekking. The only down point is that the attached maps are really high

scaled, so basically useless, but to undertand if your day will point South- or East-worth. It

would be soooo super nice to have a copy of the actual map (small scale) of the Rota

Vicentina, so that you don't have to buy an extra one (which costs 15 euros on the spot, by the

way).”

Francesca, “Guida perfetta. Guida perfetta. Il cammino della Rota Vicentina è descritto molto

bene, tappa per tappa. Indispensabile per partire”

The book by Gillian Price has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 27 people have provided feedback.
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